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Rear Door
Innovative access panel 
design includes brush 
grommet for cable entry

Each bay includes relocatable steel-reinforced cable
ducts which allow contiguous cabling support for the
entire console width. 

Cable management system with grommets and multiple
tie points keep internal and external cabling organized 
and optimized for serviceability.

Lockable front and rear access panels can be hinged and/or lifted off easily, 
even while close to a wall, providing easy access to equipment and connections. 

One of the rear access panels in 36”, 48” and 72” bays includes brush grommet
for entry and exit of large cable bundles.

Relocatable Steel-Reinforced Cable DuctsLockable & Removeable Front & Rear Access Panels

Straight Bays

Bays are pre-assembled and fully welded, and come in standard 12”, 24”, 36”, 48”, and 72” widths for mounting equipment and providing workspace.  
Additionally 6” and 12” units are also available to adjust overall widths and provide cable routing between bays. 
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Options

Available storage cabinet 
provides ideal location for 
storing papers, binders and 
supplies comes standard 
with twin glass doors, 
which can be mounted in 
any of 4 positions on the 
cabinet, allowing multiple 
operator access as needed.

Peninsula adds to work 
surface area and provides 
separation of operators.

File cabinet rolls beneath 
work surface and includes
casters and locking drawers
to allow file cabinet to be
easily switched out during
shift changes. 

Unit includes 3 drawers - 
One drawer fits hanging
files (letter size) while the
other two can be used for
misc. items. Includes a 5th
wheel to minimize tip hazard.

Slide out tray system 
for mounting PC towers 
under counter top can 
be mounted to slide 
from the front or back 
of console bay.  

PC towers can also 
be placed in bay 
section on standard 
internal base provided.

Standard wedges are 
fully welded for quick
installation, available 
in 15º, 22-1/2º, 30º,
45º and 90º angles
to create concave
ergonomic work spaces. 

Reverse angle standard 
wedges are also available
in 15º, 22-1/2º, and 30º
angles, to create convex
or serpentine layouts.

4 space, 6 space and 
9 space turret racks can
be mounted behind
18” work surfaces to hold
equipment where it can
be easily manipulated. 
Call us for information 
about custom turrets for
34” deep desktops. 

Monitor mounts can
attach to the rear beam 
behind turrets. 

Storage Cabinet & Peninsula File Cabinets Slide-Out Tray SystemWedgesDesktop Turrets
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NEW!
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Free Design Software - see pg. 85

For multimedia
furniture

accessories,
see pg. 93

Versatile 18” and 24” extender cabinets 
integrate seamlessly with system, are 
ideal for mounting deep DVR’s, NVR’s 
and servers and include either a plexi 
or vented front door (provides 33” & 
39” rackmount useable depths).

Provides a generous 31” width 
adequate for keyboard and
mouse. Combines infinite height 
adjustments with simple wrist 
movement.  Attractive laminate 
finish matches Console System.

100 CFM fan door 
provides thermostatically 
controlled cooling, 
with super quiet 27dB
at full speed.

Long reach task 
light can be placed
in multiple locations,
to permit lighting
of printed material
where needed.

Bay Extenders Articulating Keyboard Shelf Rear Fan Exhaust Door Task Light

18” work surface allows easy top access to the 
upper cable management channels and is an ideal 
solution when operator may need to make some 
adjustments to wiring, etc., or when back of 
console is close to wall or rear access is limited. 
Field height configurable to 3 positions - 28-1/4”, 
29-1/8”, and 30”, accepts turrets.

The optional top rail kit enables vertical 
mounting of UPS or similar equipment.

The optional front rail kit can be added 
to any full width bay and allows 
rackmounting of components near the
workspace.

34” desktop provides more workspace for 
viewing larger documents when top access is not 
required, but does not allow top access to wiring 
compartment. System must be designed within 
the room to allow sufficient space for rear access 
to installed equipment, wiring, etc., standard
height of 30”.

18” Work Surface Optional Rail Kits34” Desktop
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Slide-Out Tray System

Extensive selection for optimal viewing. Mount any LCD with VESA 75 or VESA 100 mounting hole patterns.

Monitor Mounts

VC-MM1X1
1X1,

articulating

12-28 lbs.

Part #

Configurations

Weight Capacity

VC-MM1X2
1X2, 

vertical

50 lbs.

VC-MM3X1D
3X1, 

triple horizontal

75 lbs.

VC-MM2X1
2X1,

horizontal

50 lbs.

VC-MM2X2
2X2, quad, two across, 

two levels

88 lbs.

VC-MM1X2PL
1X2, articulating, 
landscape/portrait

42 lbs.

VC-MM3X2D
3X2, triple horizontal,

across two levels

150 lbs.

NEW!

fans on door

thermostat


